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EMET E C H N O L O G Y

hen Qvantel opened its 
doors in 1995 in 
Jyväskylä, Finland, 
internet connectivity was 
yet to come to mobile 

devices and some of the biggest 
growth for mobile industry was still 
ahead. The new Company’s journey 
started by providing billing software to 
Finnish telecommunications operators 
and then quickly expanded to Norway, 
Sweden and Denmark, where it began 
its pioneering billing and Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) solutions for 
Scandinavian operators. 

In the following years, Qvantel 
continued to grow and expand into 
new markets by addressing the biggest 
pain points of Communication Service 
Providers (CSPs).  To put it simply, 
Qvantel handles the most critical 
assets of the CSP’s business including 
customers, revenue streams and 
products and the ways CSPs interact 
with their customers.

“We have built both a solid 
reputation and loyal customer base 
thanks to our success with digital 
transformations for CSPs,” explains 
Ove Anebygd, Qvantel’s Chief 
Executive Officer. “Our work over 

the years has enabled operators to 
maximize business efficiency and 
reduce operational costs, resulting 
in up to 80 percent reduction in BSS 
System OPEX.

“Today we are one of the fastest 
growing Finnish companies with 
teams spread across Finland, Estonia, 
India, Italy, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, 
Ukraine and the US.”

Over time, Qvantel has expanded 
its portfolio to address the needs 
of its customers.  These products 
and solutions helped position the 
Company for future opportunities with 
technologies that ensure the business 
is compatible with a variety of partner 
solutions. 

“Our extensive knowledge and 
experience in the industry has 
established Qvantel up as a desirable 
partner, and has opened doors leading 
to industry leaders such as Ericsson to 
licence Qvantel’s world class software 
designed for CSPs digital customer 
facing touchpoints,” adds Anebygd. 
“Our consistent growth in revenues 
as well as high quality of work is what 
I believe helped us be recognised on 
the London Stock Exchange’s 1,000 
Companies to Inspire 2017.”

Digital
PIONEERS 

Working closely with some of the world’s largest
telecommunications operators, Qvantel is accelerating the 
path to digitalisation  
Writer: Phoebe Calver  |  Project Manager: Vivek Valmiki   
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The implemented solution based 
on Akka streams was scalable and 
allowed Qvantel to quickly deploy 
another instance of our application, 
without having to be concerned with 
high memory or synchronisation-
related problems.

Our second project is Mobile API 
Adapter. The main goal here is to 
build a highly reliable, scalable, and 
unifi ed interface for the crucial part 
of Qvantel’s payment products. 
Our team is responsible for the 
architecture of the solution and direct 
communication with Qvantel clients.

Industry experts
Scalac focuses on a few critical 
industry branches and partners with 
companies across the globe. Building 
Business Support Solutions with 
Qvantel allows us to better understand 
the challenges of modern telecoms 
service providers. Through our 
work with Finnova from Switzerland 
and with the Commonwealth Bank 
of Australia, we gained signifi cant 
experience in building next generation 
Fintech solutions. Our latest project, 
Ethereum client application, built as 
an open-source library, puts us on the 
edge of the latest fi nancial revolution: 
Blockchain. By working on one of the 
biggest ecommerce platforms in the 
United Arab Emirates we mastered 
our technical and industry knowledge. 
Our work with SAP gave us the 
opportunity to learn how to work with 
big enterprises, leading them towards 
cutting-edge technology.

On the edge of technology
Due to working with these enterprises, 
we see an enormous opportunity to 
amplify their systems with advanced 
data engineering, machine learning 
and distributed systems. Our 
Company heavily invests in building 
unique expertise in these sectors by 
working with research companies 
whose primary goal is to build their 

competitive advantage with the use of 
AI/ML solutions. One of the examples 
of such organisations is Adaptemy, 
an Irish company that builds 
personalised learning for today’s 
teachers and students. Together, we 
work on the world’s most effective 
learning programmes for educational 
publishers.

A company with mission
Scalac organises its own 
programming workshops (basic 
and advanced level) and Functional 
Tricity meet-ups to gather all Scala 
enthusiasts in one place and talk 
about the news and perks surrounding 
Scala, as we love discussing 
functional programming. We supply 
our clients and partners with a wide 
range of technology consulting 
services, with an emphasis on Scala 
programming and its ecosystem. We 
created the Scala Wave conference 
with a mission to share knowledge 
and experience considering Scala, 
and introduce new audiences to the 
concept of functional programming. 
The conference takes place in a 
beautiful city, Gdansk; a place that 
connects historical landscapes and 
innovation, where solidarity was born 
and, that was later a host city of Euro 
2012 football matches. Over two days 
of lectures and workshops, in a unique 
atmosphere, we give you a chance to 
learn about Scala and understand its 
surrounding ecosystem. Are you ready 
to have your Gdansk adventure? 

Learn more about the event at: 
contact@scalawave.io

What do we do?
As a company, Scalac provides 
highly specialized consulting, training 
services and software development. 
It specializes in Scala and related 
technologies - Spark, Akka, 
Spray, Play, Slick, Cassandra, 
PostgreSQL, React.js, Angular, 
REDIS, Kafka. Scalac is the largest 
company specialized in Scala in 
Poland, based in Gdansk, and 
offering its services worldwide.We 
also have offi ces in San Francisco and 
the main cities of Poland, including: 
Warszawa, Krakow, Wroclaw and 
Rzeszow. Scalac applies cutting-
edge technologies to deliver high 
quality software, provides support 
for in-house development teams (on 
site and remotely) and helps with 
seamless transition to Scala platform. 

Scale fast with Scalac
Lukasz Kuczera, CEO of Scalac, explains how functional programming 

is leading in a new era of enterprise software.

When I started my adventure with 
Scala, there was hardly anyone 
considering it as a mature platform. 
Over the course of the past few 
years however, the platform has 
evolved to be a proven, robust and 
comprehensive language that is 

Java-compatible, and allows modern 
enterprises to be more competitive 
and fl exible.This has been the driving 
force behind Scalac; a company 
that I founded in 2014 together with 
other Scala hAkkers. Now, after three 

years, we are proud to cooperate 
with banks across the globe, and 
companies such as SAP and Qvantel 
- one of our strategic partners. Since 
the beginning of 2017, we have been 
working with Qvantel as an external 
partner and we have successfully 
accomplished one project and have 
just started a new one.

Scale your team
Qvantel’s rapid growth led to doubling 
the number of employees which, back 

then, was 400 people. Such extension 
of the company in just one year was 
an enormous challenge. Providing 
existing teams with experienced, 
communicative and well-performing 
members was the main goal we 
wanted to achieve. Scalac and its focus 
on functional programming language - 
Scala, was a perfect fi t. We signifi cantly 
reduced the risks of onboarding 
unskilled people and almost instantly 
were able to work hand-in-hand with 
the rest of  Qvantel  teams.

Scale your products
Qvantel has chosen Scala as the 
primary language and Scalac was 
the perfect match, as it is our strategy 
to deliver the best Scala-based 
systems.Our experienced consultants 
were faced with two projects: high 
throughput (thousands of messages 
per second) and low latency - 
processing events in real time. These 
were the biggest challenges in our fi rst 
project - Real Time Event Manager. 

Scalac did an amazing job 
understanding all of our existing 
algorhythmns and implementing 

new ones. They very quickly 
saw that we need a very robust 

A.I. engine with no downtime.

Dr. Ioana Ghergulescu, Head 
of Research and Adaptive 

Learning

Connect with us at:

and check out our

BLOG

info@scalac.io
www.scalac.io

ph.no. +48 730 030 492
The team did impressive job 
under the technical guidance 
of our Solution Architects. The 
code has proven to be reliable, 

robust and low in bugs. Job 
well done in quality, timely and 

attitude manner, including 
comprehensive documentation.

Mika Erola, Project Manager 
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METOSIN

Metosin is a Finnish high-
tech Company consulting 
in digital business and 

process development. The Company 
has extensive knowledge in BSS 
development and system integration 
using agile delivery methods and 
modern technologies.

The Company works with leading Nordic 
telecom companies to digitalise and 
streamline their business processes.

Mr Kai Keinänen, Head of Sofware 
Development at Qvantel, comments on 
their working relationship:

“We contracted Metosin to implement 
a component in a domain we did not 
yet have enough in-house experience 
with. We knew from their references 
that they were skilled with business 
processes and technologies related to 
document management, and agreed 
on a pilot scheme that turned into a full 
development project.”

Keinänen continues: “We were very 
pleased that Metosin was able to 
provide the UX, implementation, 
integration and testing capabilities 
required for the project.”

www.metosin.fi 

Digital Acceleration
At present, telecom companies are 
faced with an increasingly tough 
market, with digitalisation reshaping 
the industry landscape.

The aforementioned companies 
know they must replace inefficient and 
expensive legacy systems with digital 
solutions for the opportunity to rebuild 
their market positions, reimaging 
business systems and creating 
innovative offerings for customers.   
But with industry rates of over 70 
percent of digital transformations 
expected to fail, CSPs are cautious and 
looking for partners with a history of 
success and plans to mitigate the risk

“At Qvantel we are able to offer 
multiple pathways to digitalisation, 
fitting the various needs and timelines of 
our customers,” adds Anebygd. “We are 
trusted because we have successfully 
done this for many customers already.”  

“For example, Qvantel’s Digital 
Accelerator provides low risk digital 
transformation with fast results. We 
create an environment where CSPs 
can enable Front-end digitalisation 
without the need for a large-scale 
transformation of the legacy charging, 
billing, provisioning and mediation 
layers. This makes it possible for the 

CSPs to fully benefit from digitalisation, 
whilst the legacy can be modernized 
with a lower risk at the customer’s 
own schedule and pace.” 

Its Digital Channels deliver a 
unified omni-channel experience with 
optimised customer journeys and 
lower touch point costs. The main 
value drivers include significantly 
improved customer experiences, 
enhanced ability to upsell and drive 
high margin growth and to reduce or 
eliminate cost from manual operations.

 “Our Digital BSS Core (Intelligent 
Offer Management) which is targeted 
to operators seeking consolidation and 
modernization of their BSS back-end 
for the digital era,” adds Anebygd. 
“We believe this is the most open 
and intelligent BSS core for smarter 
offer management, catalogue driven 
business and optimized monetization 
of digital services.”

“And we offer Full-Stack BSS as a 
Service.  This is usually done in phases, 
but from day one we provide CSPs 
with the most modern Digital Front 
End, with proven integration to an 
intelligent BSS back-end.  The Qvantel 
service model also provides a suite of 
business process services for agile and 
efficient operations.”



The winning hand 
in tech & business 
processes. 

Consultant

UX

Dev Ops

web & mobile

server & cloud

metosin.fi
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RP INTERNATIONAL LTD

RP International (RPI) is a global 
search and strategic recruitment 
firm, focusing on the provision 

of C-suite, senior management and 
specialist technology professionals 
supporting major transformation 
programmes across the world.

Operating internationally since 1998, 
RPI benefits from a mature network 
of industry professionals and leading 
organisations, acquiring a reputation 
for exceptional quality of service and 
specialist expertise.

The wealth of experience at the executive 
level coupled with offices in Europe, MEA, 
APAC and the Americas; RPI ensures a 
24-seven operation to provide talent 
solutions to their diverse client range 
of start-ups to MNCs. RPI has partnered 
with organisations in 100+ countries 
primarily within the telecommunications, 
media, technology, aviation and 
automotive industries as they embrace  
the advancement of technology 
transforming the world we live in.

improved,“  affirms Anebygd. “Today 
we are using cutting-edge technology 
which includes predictive analytics 
and rule engines, enabling automated 
manual processes that deliver 
exceptional customer experience and 
significantly reduce costs.  We are 
now delivering the next generation of 
automated support and care to our 
customers.”

Hard work has been a real 
defining factor for Qvantel and its 
reputation, with customers noticing 
and appreciating the commitment 
to innovation. Recently Qvantel was 
presented with the VEON award for 
Best Vendor alongside its partner, 
Ericsson - a category focusing on 

Predictive Analytics 
As with many companies in this 
industry, it is the in-house talent that 
drives the innovative and futuristic 
thinking which drives the vision and 
deliverables. 

“We are extremely passionate about 
the opportunities that digitalisation 
is providing,” explains Anebygd. “We 
have seen the great value for many 
customers, including Masmovil, where 
we created a step-change in growth 

applying Qvantel technology in the 
core of their operations.” 

The costs of contact to CSR (Call 
Centers) have become an excessive 
burden to operators and in order to 
solve this problem, Qvantel designed a 
strategy and roadmap for a clear path 
and vision for Zero CSR.

 “The challenge we face is how to 
reduce manual processes with digital 
while at the same time ensuring 
that the end users feel the service is 

“Today we are 
using cutting-edge 
technology which 
includes predictive 
analytics and rule 
engines, enabling 
automated manual 
processes that deliver 
exceptional customer 
experience and 
significantly reduce 
costs.” 
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and innovation will quickly become a 
reality.”

Each employee is carefully trained in 
order to stay at the forefront of trends, 
tools and best practices within the 
industry. Qvantel has an exceptional 
team with an abundance of skills 
which it has been able to retain over 
the years, providing some of the best 
proof that it is an exciting proposition 
to be working with. 

Alongside providing an excellent 
experience for its staff, the Company 
consistently provides excellent 
customer service and this is well 
recognised as a part of Qvantel’s DNA. 

“We are able to offer more exciting 
and value-oriented services than you 
would usually see in the market,” 
concludes Anebygd. “Our clients are 
truly excited by the capabilities that 
we are able to provide them with and 
we also like to think that we can make 
the entire experience more fun and 
enjoyable than your average company 
in the market.” 

collaboration and innovation - 
recognising both Companies for their 
drive to push industry progression as 
a whole. 

“We are proud to be recognised 
with our partner, Ericsson with Veon’s 
Best Vendor award,” states Anebygd. 
“ We are pleased to live up to our 
reputation to deliver exceptional 
quality at one of the fastest rates in the 
industry for true digital transformation 
acceleration and look forward to 
our continued collaboration and 
innovation for Veon.”  

Investments and value-added
service 

With the extensive work carried out 
on innovation over the past few 
years in particular, the Company 
has significantly increased its R&D 
investments to continue providing 
customers with new opportunities. 

“Some of the specific areas that we 
are now seeing breakthroughs in are 
our machine learning algorithms, data 

analytics engines and omni-channel 
set-ups,” comments Anebygd. “It is 
here that we see measurable value 
being created during the next few 
years. We hope that through these 
innovations we will continue to evolve 
and provide improved logic all the 
time, achieving lower-cost operations 
for the same functionality.”

Developing experts 
After many years of experience in 
the market both locally and globally, 
Qvantel has a very entrepreneurial 
set-up. Its decision making is often 
achieved in a very short space of 
time, which has led to the need for 
empowerment of employees and the 
programmes that they are running. 

“Our employees are working in a 
fast-paced and constantly changing 
environment, meaning our employees 
are challenged to learn and develop 
quickly to be experts in the field,” 
adds Anebygd. “In such a dynamic 
environment, all contributions matter 
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